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ABSTRACT
This task is to plan and build up an automatic soldering machine. In LUCAS TVS makes starter motor
and Alternator. At present they were confronting the soldering issue in the crocodile clip connector. The
crocodile clips are connected to the alternator and starter terminal. Through this terminal, they need to give
the testing voltage or supply. During the testing time frame the crocodile clip soldering might be free
connection. This will lead inappropriate supply or no supply to the testing rig. This will influence the
creation, leads to disappointment rate and increment the operating. This venture is planned and creates to
beat this issue. In soldering machine, the crocodile clip is put on the transport. The transport carries the clip.
The nearness sensor is fixed between the transports. At the point when vicinity sense the clip, the transport
motor is started. At that point the clip holder holds the clip. The arm plan is utilized to solder the Crocodile
clips. This arm is controlled by the electrical motor. Toward the finish of arm soldering iron and metal
detecting sensor is connected .Below the arm, lead is driven by the motor. Metal detector is utilized to detect
the clip is accessibility. This signal is feed to the controller (PLC). On the off chance that accessible methods,
the arm is goes down, and the pulley motor will start following 10 seconds to solder the crocodile clip. The
clip soldered by soldering iron. The soldering iron pushes toward the clip to solder by the electrical motor.
The temperature sensor detects the temperature of the soldering iron to look after it. The soldering joints
checked by the continuity test. The whole system is controlled by PLC.
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As a symptom of lead-free solder,
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point
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soldering iron and metal detecting sensor is

the input devices are connected to the +24V

connected. Beneath the arm, lead is driven by

supply terminal. Another end is connected to

the motor. Metal detector is utilized to detect

PLC terminals. These connections are as

the clip is accessibility. This signal is feed to

demonstrated in fig 2. The PLC itself

the controller (PLC). In the event that

indicates the situation with the input devices.

accessible methods, the arm is goes down,

On the off chance that the LED will be ON

and the pulley motor will start following 10

methods input signal is available. In any case

seconds to solder the crocodile clip. The clip

LED is OFF methods no input signal. So it is

soldered by soldering iron. The soldering iron

exceptionally helpful to the client. It will

advances toward the clip to solder by the

indicate disappointment notification of input

electrical motor. The temperature sensor

devices.

detects the temperature of the soldering iron

2.1

to look after it. The soldering joints checked

PLC

TO

OUTPUT

DEVICES

CONNECTION

by the continuity test. The whole system is

In this venture, the output devices are

controlled by PLC.

LEDs, Siren and transport motor. LED's are

2. Methodology:
The figure 1 shows the overview of proposed

indicating the situation with the length. In this

methodology.

system comprises of three LEDs. First LED
indicates the right length of the item. Second
LED is indicating resilience Value of the
length of the item. Last LED is indicating
surpass length or beneath the reference
esteem. This LED is fault indication. .
One finish of the output devices is
connected to the PLC output terminal.
Another end is connected to supply terminal
or normal point. The PLC itself indicates the
situation with the output signal. On the off
chance that the LED will be ON methods

Figure 1: Block diagram

output signal is stream to the output devices.

The input devices are press catches, Reed

In any case LED is OFF methods no output

sensors, limit switches. The all the devices are

signal stream to the output devices. Along

worked by +24 V in particular. One finish of

these lines, it is exceptionally valuable to the
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client and it will distinguish disappointment
of output devices. The connection diagram
and stream graph of the work process is
appeared in figure 2 and 3.

Figure

3:

Flow

chart

of

proposed

methodology.
3.CONCLUSION
Through this task we improved our

Figure 2: Connection of PLC to output

knowledge skillfully. At last we distinguished

Devices Flow Chat

soldering deformity of the item without
seeing any eye. This leads to decrease time
and increment nature of the item. We took in
the means to do the task that were continued
in industry. We realized what are all the parts
require to do the task. Additionally we took in
the disadvantages in the electrical circuit
board. This task additionally causes us in
future. Indeed we on account of our aides
among this venture.
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